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Abstract 
This paper presents a self-organizing, real-time, hierarchical neural network model of sequential 
processing, and shows how it can be used to induce recognition codes corresponding to word categories 
and elementary grammatical structures. The model, first introduced in Mannes (1992), learns to 
recognize, store, and recall sequences of unitized patterns in a stable manner, either using short-term 
memory alone, or using long-term memory weights. Memory capacity is only limited by the number of 
nodes provided. Sequences are mapped to unitized patterns, making the model suitable for hierarchical 
operation. By using multiple modules arranged in a hierarchy and a simple mapping between output of 
lcnr..rer levels and the input of higher levels, the induction of codes representing word category and simple 
phrase structures is an emergent property of the model. Simulation results are reported to illustrate 
this behavior. 
Introduction 
Serial order plays a key role in many aspects of behavior, most notably speech, language, and motor 
t:o11l.rol. Modeling these phenomena., therefore, requires an explanation of how organisms deal with time-
\·a.r,ying patterns whose order and tilning matters. Sequential patterns in language occur on severa.l 
b'cls a.nd t.irne scales, from the succession of acoustic features to sequences of words. Based on a model 
of' spatiot.ernporaJ pattern recognition, recall, and timing, first described in Mannes (1992), this paper 
,~t;c;cribes how a hierarchy of sp<>tio-temporal pattern recognition modules can account for the induction 
of p;ra.rnrna.tica.l categories from raw sequences of patterns. 
The model, based on Grossberg (1978), unifies treatment of order and timing information processing 
i11 a wa.y tha.t provides possible explanations of STM storage a.nd recall, LTM learning, timed recall, 
com plction of! earned sequences, distinction between sub- and supersequences, and hierarchical chunking. 
'i I. a hie r;rM nwmory codes for sequences of patterns, and their timing, are learned by a mechanism similar 
lo !\ HT (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987) which maps temporal sequences of patterns into a single, static 
p<illern. Stable memory codes can be learned in a single pass, and the capacity of the system is only 
limit cod by the number of nodes. Since sequences are chunked into single unitized patterns, sequences of 
sequences can he learned and performed, enabling the hierarchical model to learn arbitrarily long and 
complex sequences. 
Scoveral aspects of the model, in particular timing and performance, will not be discussed in this paper. 
lnslcacl, I will focus on issues that arise in hierarchical serial learning, and show how the model utn 
i 111111 ce sirn pic grammatical categories. While experiments have confirmed that the model is able to ]cam 
arbitrarily long sequences by building chunks of chunks on several hierarchical levels, it is doubtful that 
i 11 lclligent beings learn complex sequences in this way: Combinatorial explosion would make representation 
of' sequences of sequences infeasible with a.ny finite memory capacity. Thus, we need to ask how to male 
l1igher-level rnemory codes more 111eaningful. 
In onr language, possible successions of phonetic units are not only constrained by the physica.llim-
ilat.ions of our vocal apparatus, but also what seem to be rules governing what can follow what. These 
rules a.rc in effect from the phonetic to the semantic level. Given that humans can easily understa.nd 
• This research was partially supported by NSF grant # IRI-9024877. The author would like to thank Daniel Bullock, 
(:ail Ca.rpcnt.cr, Michael Cohen, and Stephen Grossberg, for their valuable advice and support. 
fl ucnt speech while isolated speech segments are poorly recognized, it seems that human listeners make 
<'Xlcnsivc usc of contextual information to disambiguate speech-they are using grammatical rules. 
The Model 
The unit of learning-at least according to current theories of brain function-is the spatial pattern 
(Grossberg, 1978). Therefore, any model of serial learning must find a way to convert a temporal stream 
of input into spatial patterns. Typical approaches to this problem involve the use of feedback to associate 
an accumulation of past patterns with the next one (Jordan, 1986; Port 1990 for a review). A different 
approach is STM working memories (Grossberg, 1978; Bradski, Carpenter, and Grossberg, 1992) which 
C!liploy short-term memory mechanisms to convert a temporal list of items into a spatial pattern that 
1cprcscnts the order of items by relative activity. Our model uses a similar mechanism, called an STM 
prima.cy gradient (Grossberg, 1978), which codes precedence, or earlier occurence in a list by higher 
;;ctivity in a. fteld of neurons (Figure 1). Using short-term memory mechanisms has the distinct advantage 
Lh;;t. storage and recall of patterns is possible without any learning, which is a necessary feature in order 
Lo explain how we can remember and dial a telephone number for a short time-and forget it after a while 
without any trace in long-term memory. 
• D 
Figure 1: Representation of the sequence ABCD as an STM pri-
macy gradient. Higher neural activity, shown as higher bars, codes 
precedence or earlier occurencc in the sequence. 
Representing sequences by gradients is advantageous because they transform a dynamical, spatio-
ll!lll]JOra.l pattern into a. static pattern which is then amenable to spatial pattern learning mechanisms. 
C:ive11 tha.t the gradients are normalized appropriately, it is possible to classify the gradient using competi-
tive len.rning (v.d. Malsburg, 1973, Grossberg 1976). However, competitive learning is inherently unst<1ble, 
<Hid requirc>B additional mechanisms to stabilize learned memory codes. This was accomplished in Adap-
t ivc• Resonance Theory (AHT, Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987) by simultaneously learning an expected 
pa.l.l.ern a.nd matching it with the input pattern in order to ensure that the pattern in question is not only 
till> best ma.t.ch, but also a good match. Our model employs a. similar strategy. However, the nature of 
spatio-tempond patterns <wd the requirement that the model also be able to perform sequences dictated 
a. specialized design, shown in Figure 2. 
Buffer 
+ 
External inputs 
Figme 2. The archit.ecture of the model. Ovals denote fields (layers), bars denote activity of nodes 
within these fields. Arrows stand for topographical, fixed-weight connections and are labelled + for 
exeiLa.Lory a.nd - for inhibitory. Half circles indicate full, plastic connections. See text for details. 
/I single module of the model consists of six ftelds, or layers, labelled I, B, U, P, E, and C. The 
input layer I registers incoming unitized patterns, which are thought to be the outcome of a.n underlying 
clustering aJgorithm, e.g. ART (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987) or Kohonen's (1988) "Neural Phonetic 
Typewriter." This Held projects via fixed-weight, topographical connections (one-to-one correspondence 
of nodes) to a buffer fteld B, whose STM interactions store the sequence of inputs I; as a primacy gradient. 
Tl1e activities of the i-th node of B are given by 
cl '\' 
cltB; = I;(-B; +A- B;D L.,g(Bj))+ (1- I;)(B;- B;IIBII) (1) 
J 
where IIJJII = /Lj JJ] and g(x) = 1 if x > 0 and 0 otherwise. 
n connects via fixed-weight, topographical connections to two fields, called U and P, which in turn 
:tre con nectcd to the expectation field, ca.lled E. U and P represent the vector difference between the 
accumulating sequence in B and the expectation of what the sequence will be in E as given below: 
:t U; = p( -U; + [JJ;- E;]+) :t P; = p( -P; + [E;- B;]+) (2) 
where [ x ]+ = ma.x( x, 0). By this equation, P represents all items that are in E, but not in B-the 
J!rcdicted future part of the sequence. Conversly, U represents all items which are in B, but not in E-the 
unprcdictcd past items. Furthermore, U serves to copy the pattern from B into E, such that an expectation 
can be learned by adapting the weights W;j: 
d 
dt E; = vLT;- 11E; I; Tjg(Bj) + U;- P; (3) 
J 
where I';= Lj CjWji and L =min('£; B;, 1). The dynamics of E ensure that both new patterns from l3 
and I. lie top-down expectation T; can be represented, and that the total activation level of items that are 
IHlth in J3 and E is matched. 
As a. new sequence is presented, the gradient pattern begins accumulating in B. Another field, called 
C: for ca.t.egory field, receives input from B via modifiable weights Zij, and picks a winning node by 
corn petition: 
C; = { ~ if Lj BjZji = maxk{'Lj BjZjk} otherwise ( 4) 
The weights Zij connecting B and C are adapted such that the current winner in C will be more likely to 
i;et activated in the presence of the current pattern in B. At the same time, the winning node in C le:trns 
Lo reproduce the pattern in E, the expectation, via the pathways Wij from C to E. 
dl Zij = cCj[B;- z;j] dd Wji = cCj[E;- Wj;] (5) 
ct t 
Th<>rdore, when the winning C-node gets activated after l<,arning, it can read out an expectation in E. 
Taken together, the combined activity in U and P is a measure of discrepancy between input and 
,,, p<,ctation. If this disc:repancy, or error ,. , exceeds a parameter called p, the categorization field C is 
n>SeL, a.nd a new winner is chosen. This constitutes a memory sea.rc:h for the best matching memory code 
representing the current sequence. The magnitude of p determines the coarseness of the codes, or the 
<kgree of fault toleranc:e with respect to missing, added, substituted, or permuted items in the sequenc:e. 
Tallie l shows some simulation results how a number of sequences are classified at different settings of p. 
I !! .. - 0 1 . 
ClilSS 1 TJMCH 
Cia~~ 2 THg 
Class 3 TEA 
. cr;;:;;;·-4 CHEAT 
Cli!SS 5 CAT 
Cl.o% 6 AT!~ 
Class 7 ACJH~ 
Class 8 ACE 
Class 9 CHAT 
Class 10 ACT 
Claos 11 HATE 
Cl«ss 12 HI<) AT 
LS:lii-SS 13 HAT 
0.2 
TEACH 
THE 
TlM 
CHEAT 
CAT 
AT I~ 
ACIH~,Acg 
CHAT 
ACT 
IIATE,HI~-AT 
HA'i' -
0.3 
TEACH,TgA 
. THE 
Cl:ll~AT,CI-IAT 
CAT 
ATE 
ACHE,ACl~ 
ACT 
liATE,Hl~AT,HAT 
0.5 
Tl~ACH,THJ~,TEA 
Clll~AT,CHAT 
CAT 
ATE 
ACHl~,ACE,AC'i' 
HATE,Hl~AT,HAT 
0.7 
'l'EACH,THE,TEA 
CHEAT,CAT,CHAT 
ACHJ~,ACI<},ACT 
HATE,IU~AT,l-JAT 
Table 1. Catcgori;~,ation results for different settings of the tolerance parameter p: In each ca.se, the 
sequences TEACH, Tim, TEA, CHEAT, CAT, ATE, ACHE, ACE, CHAT, ACT, HATE, HEAT, HAT 
were presented t.o the network in this order, where letters are labels, or indices, for nodes in the input 
field. Note I. hal. all sequences are composed of the elements of TEACH, and exhibit a very high degree 
of overlapping elements. A low tolerance setting forces the system to categorize every different sequence 
into a. clif['ercnt class, while at high tolerance settings sequences are grouped according to similarity. 
The ra.ct. that P contains the expected future part of a sequence at any time can be used for prediction, 
JW,.forrna.nce, completion, m1cl disambiguation. By using feedback connections from P to the input field I, 
till' expectation can shape the perception offuture items. The input field is assumed to be a winner-take-all 
li<'id, recc;iving inputs both from other modules, and from P. 
Ii = { 1 if Lk Jkrnki + a(1')Pi = maxj{Lk Jkrnkj + a(r)Pj} 
0 otherwise 
(6) 
where Ji are external inputs, a(r) is a function of the error r, in the simplest case a(1·) = ao if r < Ps 
and 0 otherwise. Thus, the expectation can modify which node in the input field will be active when the 
error is low, effectively enabling the model to disambiguate and complete input sequences with missing 
or a.mbiguous items. This fact is critically important in the construction of hierarchies and for grammar 
induction, as is the learning law for the adaptive filter rnij gating the inputs Ji. 
Hierarchical Learning 
The model described in the last section maps temporal sequences of unitized patterns into a single unitized 
pa.ttern. This makes it straightforward to stack together multiple modules in a hierarchy, such that the 
C:-nodes of one level are the inputs to the next level. Without further modification, such a system is 
capable of learning sequences of sequences, which makes it possible to store and recall arbitrarily long 
sequences. If we take the chunks of one level to be words, the chunks at the next level could be phrases 
or r;entcnccs. 
The example of words and sentences clarifies the problem with this setup: The phrase-level chunks 
would have to have a node for every possible combination of words, which would exhaust any realistic 
memory capacity very soon. For example, the phrases this is a cat and this is a dog would be different 
sequences, and there would have to be a master chunk at the highest level for every sequence stored in 
Llw system. This is clearly a very undesirable property. What should higher level chunks represent, then? 
Research on speech errors (Fowler, 1985) provides helpful hints in this respect: Slips of tongue seem 
to indicate that errors occur and are tolerated on several distinct levels: For instance, on a phonetic level 
(J!oce fainted instead of face painted), on a level of words (the room to my door instead of the doo1' to 
lil-Y too·1n) 1 hut rarely in between. Elements of speech which are confused most often are similar on the 
pliond.ic level, and of the same gra.mma.tica.l class on the word level. 
Level 1 
..............••••••••..••••••••• ! 
Adaptive 
filter 
Lcvcl2 
'•••••••••••••••n•••••••o.••••••••••••••••••••• 
Figure 3: Connection of multiple 
modules in a hierarchy. The C-
layer of levell is connected to the 
input; layer I of the next level via 
an adaptive filter mij . 
Civen that error tolerance in our model is based on similarity, we have to think what similarity means 
"L li igher levels of the hierarchy: the words cat and dog arc similar in the sense that they are both nouns. 
llowcvcr, they do not share any phonetic features, yet, they are instances of the same grammatical class . 
. '--iincc: the membc~rs of a class are not necessarily similar to each other, cornpetitive learning will not in 
g<'llcra.l put them into the same category. Yet, at some level, they should be treated as one. 
'J'his dilmnma can be solved by using different neural sites for classes and instances, and learning their 
,,rembership relation. The connection between modules that makes this possible is sketched in Figure :l. 
I I' we interpret C-nodes as instances of a class, and I-nodes as class representations, higher level sequences 
would not rnercly represent sequences of sequences, but sequences of equivalence classes. For example, 
tlr" sequences this is a dog, this is a cat, and this is a cow could all be represented by this is a <noun> , 
Lh11s separating structural infonnation frmn item information. 
!!floo !!f~o !!fb. 
this is a dog cat cow !his is a dog cat cow this is a dog cat cow 
Figure 4. An example how grammatical class membership relations are learned. See text for details. 
Filled circles represent active C-nodcs at levcll 1 lines strong weights ffiij 1 and bars show the expectation 
pal.t"rn itt level 2. 
'l'o see how these equivalence classes can be learned, consider Figure 4. Suppose that words have been 
catcgori"cd into uniti7-ed patterns by a module 1, and are the input to another module 2, and that the 
word sequences this is a dog and this is a cat are presented to the network. First, the sequence this is a 
dog will be learned by the level 2 module (Figure 4a). As this is a is presented again, this same chunk will 
be accessed, and the prediction will be dog. This prediction then may bias the input field sufficiently such 
that when cat is presented, the prediction can cause the node corresponding to dog to win (Figure 4b), 
dl"cctively replacing the input with the expectation. The learning law governing the weights between the 
the C-nodes of level 1 and the input field of level 2 then adapts those pathways such that this substitution 
is more likely to occur in the future: 
d 
-m· · = nJ·[I·- Fm· ·] dt tJ 'I t J tJ (7) 
The weights m;j are initialized as m;;(O) = 1 and m;j(O) = mo if i # j, 0 < m 0 < 1. When this is a cow 
is learned, the same substitution is carried out, with the effect that dog, cat, and cow all develop strong 
weights to the node that originally stood for dog, which now stands for the equivalence class with the 
111crnbcrs dog, cat, and cow. 
By Equation( G), substituting input items with expected items, and hence learning word categories, 
is only possible close to the end of the sequence, when the discrepancy between input sequence and 
<ex pecta.tion is low. This is in agreement with research on mother-child conversations in the early stages of 
linguistic development, which has shown that mothers tend to put 89% of novel words in utterance-fliml 
position, sometimes even if this produces an ungrammatical sentence (Aslin, 1993). 
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Input Sequence: 
This is a bear 
This is the bear 
This is a cow 
This is a cat 
This is a dog 
This is the COW 
The cow is nice 
The nice dog sleeps 
The cat is cute 
The cow is bad 
The cute cow runs 
The bad cat cats 
Is the cat nice? 
Figure 5. Typical sirnula.tion result for inter-module weights and level 2 classes after learning. Darker 
rectangles correspond to stronger weights (black:l, white: 0). 'I'he sequence of letters given on the right 
was presented t.o t.he network, where letters index input nodes. All words (letter sequences separated by 
blanks) were classified into different categories at. Ievell. The larger square represents the inter-module 
weights m;;, indexed by Ievell letter seqnenccs (columns have been sorted). Thus, the 14level1 nodes 
were grouped into 5 equivalence classes at level 2 (determiners a, the, adjectives, nouns, verbs, and the 
word this). 'J'he smaller rectangle shows learned sequences of word categories. Each column corresponds 
to a. weight pattern from B to C. Four different phrase structures were learned: this <verb> <det> 
<noun> , <clet> <noun> <verb> <adj> , <det> <adj> <noun> <verb> , and <verb> <det> 
<noun> <a.dj> . 
Simulation Results 
"l(l test the hypothesis that this simple sc!Jeme actually leads to induction of codes corresponding to 
grammatica.l classes, I set up a system of two modules, connected by the modiflable pathways 1nij· All 
variables were initialized to zero, except the weights as follows: z;j(O) = J;; where n is the number of 
nodes in n, and rn;;(O) = l,rn;j(O) = 0.8 if i of j. Then, a sequences of letters like this is a cat were 
lll'esented to the network, where letters are labels, or indices of input nodes. For example, an input "b" 
means that h = 1, J; = 0, Vi of 2. Blanks denote segmentation signals, which cause the buffer field B to 
he cleared. The learning rate was set to fast learning (c = 1), so that asymptotic performance was reached 
in a. single trial. Figure 5 shows a typical result: All words were classified into different categories at level 
I, then remapped into equivalence classes at the input field of level 2 via adaptation of Tnij· At level 2, 
sequences of classes rather than sequences of sequences were learned, conesponding to phrase structures. 
i\ ftcr learning, sequences containing familiar elements are represented as word codes, word classes, and 
th'' synta.ctical structure of the sequence. 
Several other simula.tions of the same sort have confirmed this ability to induce grammatical classes. 
\n intuitive classification of words and phrase structures, however, depends a great deal on the learning 
history. 'l'he grouping of words into syntactical equivalence classes depends on putting words in the fma.l 
position of a familiar context, as also seems to be true of human language learning (Aslin, 1993). If novel 
words are presented in unfamiliar contexts only, or only at the beginning of "utterances", their word classes 
will not be learned, and the network can only learn sequences of sequences, with little generalization. 
Discussion 
This paper has shown how a model of hierarchical sequence recognition can be used to induce syntactical 
word classes and simple phrase structure patterns, using only the information implicit in the serial order 
of' tile input sequence. This scheme affords significant compression of temporal patterns by exploiting the 
rcr;ula.rities of grammatical sequences. The self-organizing approach to grammar induction is attractive 
i 11 view of some of the alternative engineering solutions to language processing, such as Hidden Markov 
\lo<icls or traditi01ml parsing, where grammar has to be hand-coded by the designer. The system also 
slia.res the a.dvanta.ges of AUT-based systems, in that codes are stable, yet learning is never shut off, such 
!.hat new categories can be added at any time without the danger of forgetting old categories. Fault 
tole ranee with respect to perturbations of the input is in effect at every level of the system, which lets the 
systern tolerate miscla.ssifications from the acoustic to the syntactic level. Furthermore, the instance-class 
tttappi11p;s can be used to disambiguate input based on contextual information embedded in the syntactical 
stntcturc of sequences. However, the present model is not perfect. Good results depend on the learning 
ltisL<ny, and segmentation signals have to be provided as breaks between sequences at every level, which is 
pmhably unrealistic for speech input. Future research will focus on the segmentation issue, and on ways 
to 11take the system Jess dependent on presentation order. 
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